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Abstract: Introduction: Cerebrotendinous xanthomatosis is a rare disease that is related 
to autosomal recessive inheritance of cholesterol metabolism. Early diagnosis is essential 
to the treatment and change the course of the disease. Case Report: This study reports a 
case of a 57-year-old man with painful Achilles tendon mass and no typical gout who was 
diagnosed in our hospital. He had history of mental retardation since childhood. He also 
presented with chronic diarrhea for many years. He was performed the aboratory 
examination revealed dyslipidemia. MRI of lower extremities showed two lobulated 
masses in the bilateral Achilles tendon regions, isointensity on T1WI, iso-hyperintensity 
on T2WI and heterogeneous enhancement, suggesting that the disease was xanthoma. 
Then biopsy of the tumors were performed and pathology confirmed the diagnosis of 
xanthoma. Brain CT showed cerebral atrophy and bilateral focal cerebellar lesions. 
Clinical symptoms, hyperlipidemia and imaging examination of this patient suggested 
diagnosis of cerebrotendinous xanthomatosis and the genetic mutation test (CYP27A1) 
confirmed the diagnosis of cerebrotendinous xanthomatosis. Conclusion: 
Cerebrotendinous xanthomatosis is a rare disease. The radiologist should pay attention to 
this disease and recommended neuroimaging to obtain a final diagnosis.Genetic test was 
suggested to confirm the diagnosis.  

1. Introduction 

Cerebrotendinous xanthomatosis (CTX) is a rare autosomal recessive inheritance of cholesterol 
metabolism [1]. Cerebrotendinous xanthomatosis is a congenital disorder of lipid metabolism, 
which is caused by CYP27A1 (CYP450, subfamily XXVIIA) at 2q35. The deficiency of 
polypeptide 1 gene leads to the failure of sterol 27 hydroxylase in the mitochondria, resulting in the 
failure of cholesterol and cholesterol metabolism in lipids, and accumulation in multi organ tissues, 
resulting in various pathological changes. Xanthoma is one specific manifestation of 
cerebrotendinous xanthomatosis. Xanthoma is a kind of proliferate lesion due to accumulation of fat. 
The pathological characteristics are the accumulation of lipid-rich macrophages, giant cells, and 
other inflammatory cells that respond to the deposition of cholesterol in tissues. Xanthoma is more 
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common on the skin, including the eyelids [18]. However, occurrence in the Achilles tendon is 
relatively rare and there have been few reports [2-3]. Most patients develop this disease in their 
thirties and the incidence is higher in females than males. CTX is a rare disease that is characterized 
by progressive ataxia, dementia, cataracts and tendinous xanthoma. Early diagnosis is important 
because it will increase the risk of dyslipidemia that can be a risk factor for coronary heart disease 
[3]. In this study, we report a case of cerebrotendinous xanthomatosis in our hospital and reviews 
the literature. 

2. Case report 

  
1a 1b 

  
1c 1d 

Figure 1. 57-year-old male presented with bilateral swelling of the Achilles region. (a) 
Axial view of the bilateral lower limb MRI on T2WI showed two lobulated masses in 
the bilateral Achilles region with isointensity mainly and hyperintensity centrally. (b) 

Axial view of the same patient using galdolinium contrast showed heterogeneous 
enhancement within the bilateral Achilles tendons. (c) Coronal view of the MRI from 

the same patient on T2WI showed fusiform swelling of both Achilles tendons. (d) 
Coronal view MRI of the patient with galdolinium contrast showed heterogeneous 
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enhancement. 

  
2a 2b 

Figure 2. Axial view of non-contrast brain CT. (a) Patchy hypodense images in left 
temporo-frontal lobes. The ventricles, sulci and extra-axial spaces are slightly dilated. 
(b) Diffuse symmetrical hyperdensity in cerebellar hemispheres are again noted, and 

the lateral and 4th ventricles are dilated. 

  
3a 3b 

Figure 3(a) Light photomicrograph of specimen revealing the lesion is comprised of an 
accumulation of foam cells with fibrosis, admixed with cholesterol-containing clefts. Patches 
of inflammatory cells are noted, and the covering skin tissue is free from the lesion (original 
magnifification 200; hematoxylin and eosin stain). (b) Immunohistochemistry results 

indicate the lesional cells are positive for CD68. 
A 57-year-old male presented with a history of mental retardation, painful masses in the bilateral 

Achilles region and was admitted to our hospital for several months.He also presented with 
persistent diarrhea for many years without further assessment. He had no history of trauma. The 
patient had a family history of mental retardation for unknown causes and was not followed up by 
neurologists. After the first consultation, the patient was suspected to have chronic tophaceous gout 
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and the laboratory test was performed. It revealed a uric acid level of 281 μmol/L (202-416 μmol/L). 
The concentration of the low density lipoproteins cholesterol(LDL) and triglyceride(TG) were 1.68 
mmol/L (0.123-1.036 mmol/L) and 2.35 mmol/L (<1.7 mmol/L), respectively. Magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) showed two lobulated masses in the left and right Achilles tendon regions and the 
size respectively were 3.4 x 4.9 x 13.6 cm and 4.6 x 4.8 x 13.4cm, iso-intensity on T1WI and 
iso-hyperintensity on T2WI. Intravenous contrast revealed marked heterogeneous enhancement 
(Figure 1). The patient was given a biopsy and histological sections which revealed the lesion was 
comprised of an accumulation of foam cells with fibrosis admixed with cholesterol-containing clefts. 
Patches of inflammatory cells were found and the covered skin tissue was free of lesion (Figure 3a). 
Immunohistochemistry revealed the diseased cells were CD68 positive, while S100 and Desmin 
negative(Figure 3b). Brain CT showed diffuse symmetrical hyperdensity in cerebellar hemispheres 
and the lateral ventricle and 4th ventricle were dilated (Figure 2). The patient refused excision of 
the tumors and any further assessment. He also consulted a neurologist and suspected to have the 
CTX. In addition, genetic test (CYP27A1) was performed and the results indicated that missense 
mutation may occur in the CYP27A1 gene coding region. He underwent chenodexycholic acid 
(CDCA) replacement therapy and received a regular follow-up of the neurological outpatient and 
internal medicine outpatient. 

3. Discussion 

Cerebrotendinous xanthomatosis(CTX), also known as lipid storage disease, is an uncommon 
autosomal recessive genetic disease caused by the cholesterol metabolism disorder. The disorder 
results in the deposition of fat in nerve system, tendon and other tissues to form xanthomatosis, 
which is common in children and adolescents. 27-sterol-α-hydroxylase, encoded by CYP27A1 gene 
which is the only known pathogenic mutation associated with this disease [6], plays an important 
role in the conversion of cholesterol into bile acids. The lack of CYP27A1 in CTX leads to the 
accumulation of excessive cholesterol, triacylglycerol and phospholipids in the plasma in the dermis 
and tendons on the surface of the body which results in phagocytosis of macrophages [4-7]. The 
disease is prevalent in patients with dyslipidemia [8-9].  

CTX is a lipid storage disease characterized by paroxysmal diarrhea in infants, paroxysmal 
cataracts in children, paroxysmal tenoxanthoma from adolescence to adulthood and paroxysmal 
progressive neurological dysfunction in adults (dementia, psychosis, pyramidal tract and/or small 
brain signs, dystonia, atypical Parkinson's disease, peripheral neuropathy and 
seizures).characterized by progressive ataxia, dementia, cataracts and tendinous xanthoma. The 
above symptoms caused by the accumulation of cholesterol in the involved tissue , leading the 
pathological process. 

Brain MRI of CTX has some specific imaging features that showed dark gray and supratentorial 
white matter T2 with high intensity, micro calcification of the dentate nucleus and enlargement of 
the Virchow Robin space. It is well-known that the high intensity of cerebellar white matter is often 
symmetrical. Atrophy of the brain and cerebellum were also found in the CTX. CT examination 
found the hypodensity in white matter while the hyperdensity cerebellar xanthomas. Because of the 
failed cooperation with MRI, the patients only underwent brain CT examinations and the results 
revealed diffuse atrophy and bilateral focal cerebellar lesions that were consistent with the similar 
manifestation in MRI [16,17]. 

Xanthoma is one specific characteristics of CTX [10]. Xanthoma tendon is most common in 
extensor tendon of the Achilles tendon, elbow joint and interphalangeal joint [6]. The Achilles 
tendon lesions are usually bilateral and symmetrical and involve the attachment of the calcaneus but 
rarely cause tears in the Achilles tendon.  
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Ultrasound and MRI are the main imaging diagnosis methods for Achilles xanthoma. The 
ultrasound of xanthoma tendinous shows the anteroposterior thickness of the tendon is >7 mm and 
loss of normal tendon appearance with multiple hypoechoic foci in the tendon [15]. MRI of the 
Achilles xanthoma reveals that most of the tendons involved in the Achilles tendon are fusiform and 
have yellow tumors, normal thickness at the muscle, tendon junction, and calcaneal appendage. The 
normal structure around the tendon is well-defined, the thin layer of fat is clear and there is no 
abnormal change in the adjacent bone. A typical lesion on the T1WI image is a iso-hyperintense 
signal along the long axis of the Achilles tendon [11]. On the T2WI image, there is a lower signal 
shadow, which contained a speckle of short T1, long T2 and a higher signal. The T2WI fat like 
hyperintense region had low signals, such as combined inflammation and edema that also had a 
high signal. The pathological low signal area is collagen fiber, and the high signal is lipid containing 
foam cells and an inflammatory reaction [12]. MRI of our patient’s bilateral lower limbs also 
showed lobulated masses in the left and right Achilles tendon region, as well as the isointensity 
areas on T1WI and iso-hyperintensity on T2WI. 

At diagnosis, Achilles tendon xanthomas mainly need to be distinguished from tendinitis, tendon 
degeneration, tendon damage, gout nodule deposition, etc. They can be distinguished from 
morphological changes, the changes of the above lesions were light, with clear boundaries or with a 
history of trauma and specific laboratory examination. Besides, the bilateral and symmetrical 
characteristics, MRI signal and clinical blood cholesterol elevation can be used to identify the cause 
of Achilles tendon xanthomas. Differential diagnosis is not difficult based on the comprehensive 
analysis of the above indicators.Achilles tendon Xanthoma can also be caused by Familial 
hypercholesterolemia, but the familial hypercholesterolemia cannot involve the neurological 
features that can be distinguished from CTX. The main treatment methods are surgical and 
replacement therapy. The recurrence rate after surgical treatment is quite high if the underlying 
course cannot be treated initially. The medical therapy for CTX is chenodeoxycholic acid 
replacement. Chenodeoxycholic acid (CDCA) can normalize the synthesis of bile acid, normalize 
the concentration of cholesterol in plasma and CSF, and improve the neurophysiological 
performance [19]. HMG CoA reductase inhibitor (statin) alone or combined with CDCA can also 
effectively reduce cholesterol concentration and improve clinical symptoms [20]. 

The patient reported in this study was a male with a bilateral Achilles tendon xanthoma 
formation, which had gradually increased over recent years. After the age of 10, his intelligence 
gradually decreased and his lower limb muscle tone increased. When reviewing the patient’s 
medical history, we found that he had relatives with the similar condition, but the cause was 
unknown. The patient presented with the clinical features of this rare disease such as chronic 
diarrhea and progressive neurological dysfunction, xanthoma tendon, mental retardation, short 
stature and elevated serum cholesterol levels. Brain CT showed atrophy and local lesions of the 
bilateral cerebellum. The patient had a similar family history, which was consistent with the clinical 
diagnosis of CTX. Genetic test confirmed the diagnosis.The patient in this case was recommended 
to use chenodeoxycholic acid(CDCA) replacement treatment. He also received HMG CoA 
reductase inhibitor such as statin, exercise and diet control. 

After the statin and CDCA replacement therapy, the cholesterol levels of our patient returned to 
normal level and the clinical condition improved.The Achilles xanthoma condition remain 
unchanged. 

4. Conclusion 

In conclusion, the average diagnosis cycle of CTX is long (average 5.3 years), so clinicians 
should deepen their understanding about CTX. The occurrence of non-nervous system symptoms 
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such as double Achilles tendon swelling, and nervous system symptoms like walking instability and 
mental retardation, the clinicians should be highly suspect in the diagnosis of CTX. Then pathology, 
imaging and gene detection should be performed as soon as possible for further confirmation. This 
will help to reduce missed diagnoses and misdiagnoses, and achieve early diagnosis and treatment. 
For the brain examination, MRI is the preferred opinion, but CT can also be an opinion if the MRI 
is not suitable for patients. 
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